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Together we can fulfill dreams.

Cultivate Innovation in the Arts
The School of the Arts at University of Haifa is breaking ground with its vision of integrating artistic disciplines and culture. At the School, the study of the arts occurs in a multi-cultural meeting space that nurtures artistic expression and offers a springboard for academic excellence while inspiring new perspectives and building mutual respect. The School is a true melting pot of Israeli society, with more than 400 students, among them Jews, Christians, Arabs and Druze. The School currently offers academic degrees in fine arts, theater and music, with opportunities for students to explore and extend the natural interconnections found among these departments.

“…Students become agents of change and entrepreneurs, creating communities of art and culture. Our graduates have founded new musical ensembles, planned art shows and exhibitions, established theater groups, and participated in formal and informal teaching frameworks,” explains Professor Yuval Shaked, Head of the School of the Arts.

The School also hosts a thriving musical performance program, encompassing concerts of ethnic, contemporary and organ music and special concerts by guest artists featuring students, faculty members and outstanding musicians. The Arab-Jewish Orchestra, an enterprise bringing together a symphony of 30 musicians – Muslims, Christians, Druze and Jews – was enthusiastically received during concert tours in Madrid (2016) and Buenos Aires (2017).

A gift of $5 million will enable the University of Haifa to dedicate the School of the Arts in your name.